MOM? DAD? I HAVE SOMETHING IMPORTANT
TO TELL YOU…
Are you sitting down? Any parent may be freaked out to hear these words, and
rightfully so. Because the next two words out of her mouth could be…

“I’m pregnant.”

How you react as her parent or guardian will play a huge part in her situation,
her life and the life of her baby. She’s going to go through a challenging time,
full of problems, changes and hardships she’s probably never had to deal with
before. She needs your help and support. This book will help you with that.
We created a book for teens facing pregnancy and the issues and problems
ahead, along with solutions and answers to their many questions. This special
Proactive Parents/Guardians Guide to Off the Chain: Teens and Pregnancy
helps you teach your teen how to deal with his or her situation.
When the challenges of pregnancy and childbirth are over, hopefully you’ll hear
two other words from your daughter’s mouth…

“Thank you.”

DISCLAIMER. This book provides general information about teen pregnancy and related
issues. This information does not constitute medical advice and is not intended to
be used as a solitary reference on the subject matter, for the diagnosis or treatment of
a health problem, or as a substitute for consulting a licensed healthcare professional.
Consult with a qualified physician or healthcare practitioner to discuss specific individual
issues or health needs, and to professionally address personal, emotional, health,
physical or medical concerns.
It is very important to see a doctor as soon as a teen thinks she is pregnant and to get
regular prenatal care throughout her pregnancy.
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THE BASICS
WHAT JUST HAPPENED?
Pregnancy doesn’t just “happen.” It certainly didn’t just “happen” to your
daughter. While the initial shock of her news may be hard to grasp and accept,
she’s going to need your help now more than ever. There will be a lot to
discuss with her. Let it sink in. Then start with some basic subjects to help the
both of you understand and plan.
If you’re not sure of your teen’s sex education level, you may need to review
some biology basics with her. It will be important for her to know what
happened to her body, what’s happening to her body and what’s going to
happen to her body.

SUCH AS...
Pregnancy occurs when sperm from a man joins with an egg from a woman,
which happens during sex.

+
sperm

=
egg

baby

The opening pages of Off the Chain: Teens and Pregnancy contain some
straightforward language about reproduction and the body basics.
Menstruation, fertilization and female reproductive organs are described and
defined. It may be awkward, but if possible, review these topics with your teen
and make sure she understands what they mean and what they do.
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TEENAGE PREGNANCY BY THE NUMBERS

1 MILLION

Total number of babies born in the US in 2010 to women aged 15-19 years,
a record low for this age group and a 9% drop from the year before.

LET’S REVIEW
It’s probably a good idea for you to review the biology basics of reproduction.
That way you’ll be able to talk with your teens and help teach them.
A pregnant woman’s body undergoes dramatic changes like at no other time
in her life. If you’re not completely clear on the meanings of these terms, look
them up online, in a medical dictionary or in the pages of Off the Chain: Teens
and Pregnancy:
•fallopian tubes

•morning sickness •folic acid/folate

•uterus

•trimester

•amniocentesis

•fertilization

•colostrum

•placenta

•cervix

•prenatal

•miscarriage

•hormones (HCG) •ultrasound

•chromosomes

•umbilical cord

•gestational diabetes

•bloody show

•contraction

•epidural

•Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS)

•C-section

•Pregnancy-Induced Hypertension (PIH)

•ovaries

•postpartum depression

Childbirth.org: Pregnancy Basics:
www.childbirth.org/articles/
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pregnancy/basics.html

THE FACTS OF LIFE
COLD, HARD FACT #1

Babies born to teen parents are more
likely to be born too soon, suffer from
health problems, abuse and neglect,
and grow up poor.

KNOWING LEADS TO HELPING
Knowing these statistics could help you in understanding the national concern
of teen pregnancy. Being aware of these facts could help you put your teen’s
situation in perspective.
TEEN PREGNANCY AND PARENTHOOD IN THE U.S. FACTS

3 in 10

Number of U.S. girls who will get pregnant at least once by age

1 in 10

Number of babies born in the U.S. who are born to a teenage

2

20.

mother.
Number of times more likely a teen girl in foster care is to
become pregnant compared to those not in foster care. These
girls are three times more likely to be teen moms.

Nearly
50%
40%

Percentage of foster care teen girls who get pregnant a second
time by the age of 19. This occurs to less than a third of teen
girls not in foster care.

Lowering of the birth rate over the last 20 years.
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44%
Less than
2%

Lowering of the teen birth rate over the last 20 years.
The U.S. still has the highest teen birth rate of any
Western nation.
Teenage moms who go on to graduate from college by
the age of 30.

8 out of 10

Number of teen dads who don’t marry the teen

11 billion

Dollars paid by U.S. taxpayers to cover the costs of

Just less
than half
2 out of 3
85%

mothers of their babies.

teen parents who can’t pay for their own care.

Number of high school-aged teens who have had sex.
Number of those teens who admit they wish they had
waited to have sex.
Chance a teen who has sex without protection regularly
will become pregnant within a year.

COLD, HARD FACT #2
Kids of teen moms are more likely to
become teen parents themselves.

Wikipedia: Teenage Pregnancy:
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teenage_pregnancy
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These are some of the feelings you may have when your teenage daughter
tells you she’s pregnant, or when your teenage son confesses he got a girl
pregnant. Those are normal reactions.

If your teen is older and in a more

stable relationship, this news of a grandkid may be received with happiness
and excitement. For others it will be overwhelming. How could my daughter
do such a foolish thing? How could any son of mine be so irresponsible?
The times they are a-changing. At least for you if you find yourself in this
situation. There are rough days ahead for your family, but chances are you’ve
weathered other trying times and came through them all right. Unemployment, the death of a loved one, divorce, substance abuse issues…there are
many challenges that we must face and conquer. Here’s another one that
you’ll handle just fine.
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SUPPORT BRIDGES
Building bridges between you and your teen is important in any situation. The
goal once you’ve built those bridges is to meet in the middle. In the face of
such a life-changing event as becoming pregnant or getting someone pregnant,
your teen will be much more likely to meet you on that bridge and rely on your
help, experience, wisdom and understanding.

To-Do List for parents/guardians of a pregnant teen:
• Get a grip on your feelings and figure out how to work through your
hang-ups and concerns in order to accept and help him or her.
• Talk to a trusted friend or professional counselor if you need help
coping with the situation.
• Reassure her that you’re there for her.
• Learn to openly and honestly talk with your teen. Two-way
communication will lead to understanding and a more successful
pregnancy.

The National Campaign to Prevent Teen and
Unplanned Pregnancies: Ten Tips for Parents:
www.thenationalcampaign.org/parents/ten_tips.aspx
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Their feelings

ExHIbIT b:
I’M WHAT?!

What a strange turn of events. There she is on that old home movie, blowing
out her birthday candles and swinging at piñatas. Now she’s waking up queasy,
throwing up at the mention of food and wondering about her life and the life of
the future little piñata-swinger growing inside her. Things change, to be sure,
but this change is huge.

GET READY. HERE IT COMES PART 2!

FEAR

DOOM
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She’s going to feel all these things. But your reaction and feelings are going
to be one of her biggest concerns. She may keep the news a secret for a long
time in fear of how you’ll react. She knows you’ll be disappointed in her, afraid
for her and angry that this could happen. Because younger teens’ bodies
haven’t matured all the way, their pregnancies could be considered high-risk.
Getting them to a doctor early in the pregnancy will be crucial.

COLD, HARD FACT #3
Unplanned pregnancy is more likely

to end relationships than keep them
together.
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SIGN READING
It may be difficult to talk to your daughter about the signs that can indicate
if she’s pregnant. If she thinks she may be pregnant but hasn’t been to a
doctor or taken a home pregnancy test, ask her if she’s feeling any of these
symptoms:
*

Bleeding

*

Tender or swollen breasts

*

Tiredness

*

Backaches

*

Nausea or morning sickness

*

Headaches

*

Having to pee often

*

Changes in appetite

TEEN DAD
Wow. One moment it was all baseball games and bike riding and bubble gum.
Now your son is grown up and will trade his ball glove for a baby blanket, his
bike for a stroller and his bubble gum for baby powder. While he won’t have to
go through the physical pain and discomfort his girlfriend will, he’s got some
hardship ahead of him too.
If you have a teenage son in this situation, he’s going to need your support and
understanding. This can be a frightening time and a drastic change for him. If
you never taught him about taking responsibility for his actions, now’s the time!
Again, communication is most important. Insisting that he get married to the
girl he got pregnant is a pressure that he doesn’t need right now. Lay all the
options out and help him choose a responsible course of action.

COLD, HARD FACT #4
In every state, the father, regardless

of age, is responsible by law for child
support.

Squidoo: Coping with Teen Pregnancy:
www.squidoo.com/teen_pregnancy-coping_
with_teen_pregnancy
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COMMUNICATION
= THE KEY
HELP, GUIDANCE, LOVE, REASSURANCE
The key to solving family problems is simple and always the same:
communication. Your feelings may cover all of the emotions listed above.
Remember that your teen needs you now, maybe more than ever. In the midst
of all these emotions, it’s important to be able to talk with your child.
It’s going to be tough carrying this
baby all the way to delivery.
A physically and emotionally healthy
pregnancy will go much smoother
and healthier with your help,
guidance, love and reassurance.

COLD, HARD FACT #5

About 2,800 teenage girls will become pregnant
in the next 24 hours.

SPEAKING WORDS OF WISDOM
Sometimes the best policy is to just come out and say what’s on your mind.
Easier said than...said. Finding the right words isn’t always a breeze in such
serious situations.
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Think about using phrases like these to communicate your support and
acceptance with your son or daughter.

“No matter what, I still love you
and will always love you.”

“Some people will look down
on you, judge you and question
your decisions. I won’t.”

“I’m here for you.”

“You have your lifetime
ahead of you and one bad
decision doesn’t have to
ruin the rest of your life.”

“This could very well
change your life forever.
But that doesn’t have to
be a bad thing.”

“You have options.
We’ll think carefully
about each one and
decide the right plan
of action.”

Essortment: 10 Tips for Communicating With Teenagers:
www.essortment.com/10-tips-communicatingteenagers-50402.html
Education.com: Tough Talks with Your Teen:
www.education.com/reference/article/Ref_Tough_Talks_your/
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CARE, COMFORT AND CONCERN
THE ESSENTIALS

Okay. You may have made it over the first big hurdle of this challenge:
acceptance. Your teenage daughter is pregnant and needs care, comfort
and concern. These are essential to her well-being and the health and
development of her baby. And you’re just the parent to provide her with these
essentials.
MAkE HER SURROUNDINGS COMFORTAbLE bY:
Removing all threatening influences

*
* Remove access to alcohol and tobacco, if these harmful influences

appeal to her
Listen and let her talk about her feelings
* Reserve family time to discuss her concerns
* Write down a plan to help address her concerns and handle her fears
Respect her privacy

*

* Allow her the opportunity to discuss the situation with the father of

her baby
Save your advice for when it’s welcome
* Avoid telling her what you think she should do or must do
* When asked for your advice, share it as a concerned parent, as
someone who has learned from experience
Respect her feelings toward the baby’s father

*
* Urge the father to be responsible and participate

Let her make her own thoughtful and clear-minded decisions
* Let her know she has to think like an adult now, and that her opinions
and decisions are just as valid as yours
* Allow her time to think and make rational decisions, then support her
decisions

FORM A FAMILY SUPPORT GROUP

Your own family can serve as a support group. If your son or daughter has
older brothers or sisters, encourage them to offer ideas, opinions and game
plans that will support their at-need sibling. They may even have some great
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suggestions that hadn’t occurred to you. Offering to break the big news to
other family members will take that pressure off your son or daughter. Uniting
as a family to support your child in his or her darkest hour will strengthen the
bond of your family.

THE HELP (FOR HER)

The reality that your teenage daughter is pregnant has sunk in at last. Took a
while but here we are. Now it’s time to help. Proper care will help to make sure
she stays healthy and her baby has a better chance for a normal childbirth and
beyond. Everything she eats, drinks, smokes and takes during this time can
affect the health of the child she’s carrying. Keep these tips in mind:
Monitor her weight
Each person will have a different amount of weight gain. Her doctor can tell
her the safe amount for her to gain. You can help by keeping track as her
pregnancy rolls along.
Drink plenty of water
Not enough water can cause early contractions. She needs added water for
the baby’s amniotic fluid and her own increased blood supply. Fill her cup and
keep the clear stuff coming.
Push the folic acid
Folic acid is a key part to preventing birth defects and ensuring the proper
development of a fetus. Make sure your teen daughter is in the habit of taking
her 400 to 800 milligrams every day.
Push the prenatal vitamin
The right nutrients aren’t always easy to come by in the foods we eat. The
prenatal vitamin keeps mom and baby healthy.
Push the Omega-3
Omega-3 fatty acids aid in a baby’s brain development, so seeing that she
takes this supplement regularly is important for both physical and mental
growth.
K
These chemicals will enter the baby’s bloodstream through the umbilical cord,
affecting its growth and development now and for years to come. Lay down
the law with a zero tolerance policy on smoking, drinking alcohol and doing
illegal drugs.
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Limit coffee and caffeine
These stimulants can lower a baby’s birth weight and even cause it to be
stillborn. Stress to your teen the harm these drinks can cause and remove
them from the daily routine if possible.
Don’t let her change the cat’s litter box
Toxoplasmosis is a disease that hurts babies before they’re born. This germ
is found in cat litter boxes. Keep her away from this chore and make sure she
understands the risk involved.

COLD, HARD FACT #6

60% to 70% of all pregnant teens drop out of school.

THE HELP (FOR HIM)

After you pick up the pieces of your broken coffee cup and your mind has had
the chance to process the news your teenage son just told you, it’s time to get
a grip and put a plan in place. Let him know you’re here to help and support
him. This won’t be easy, but he has responsibilities now he had no knowledge
of before the Great Conception. If your son finds himself in this situation, he
probably won’t have the options and decisions his pregnant girlfriend has. Here
are a few things you can do to help:

* Call the local youth services. They’ll provide you with information on
your son’s legal responsibilities during the pregnancy and after the birth of
the baby.
* Contact the parents of the pregnant mother. Get to know them and let
them know you want to be kept in the know. Swap contact information and
keep an open stream of conversation going throughout the pregnancy and
beyond.
* Discuss with your son what’s expected of him as a father. Make sure he
understands the responsibilities involved with being a dad, no matter the
age.
* Look into local support groups. Many others have gone through
exactly what he’s going to go through. They can offer real advice and
insight.
Healthfinder.gov Support Groups:
healthfinder.gov
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NO BIGGER DECISION
WHAT NEXT?
College or work? Blue car or red car? Go out or stay in? Paper or plastic? Soup
or salad? As humans we make dozens of decisions every day. But no decision
is as big as what a pregnant teenage girl must face. These options must
be carefully thought out and discussed with family members and the father
of the child. You can play a part by giving her time to think and weigh the
possibilities, by providing her with information and by offering your ideas and
views.

keeping the baby

She can commit to having the baby and raising it. While

this choice can interfere with her plans for school or work, the payoff and joy
a baby can bring into her life is enormous. No need to sugar-coat the fact
that it can also be very difficult. If plans for school and work are put on hold,
a young woman can feel lonely, trapped and restricted as she raises her child.
But if she is emotionally and financially able to keep the baby as her own, the
rewards will be huge.
Adoption

Placing the child up for adoption is another choice. It’s pleasing

for some women to know that their child is being raised in a loving and stable
home. Others feel a deeper sense of loss that lasts a long time. Adoption laws
are different state to state. You can help by learning the adoption laws in your
state. Find out what rights the baby’s father has in your state. He may have to
agree to a plan of adoption for the child.
Foster Care

Your daughter can continue with the pregnancy, then give the

baby to a foster care family for a short time. This family will care for the child until
the mother is emotionally, physically and financially ready to take over.
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You

You and your spouse may be in a better position to raise the child

than your daughter. While the child will be hers, you can offer it the care and
nurturing environment needed. The baby may be able to live with you while
your daughter works, finishes school and learns her own parenting skills.

AdoptUSKids:
www.adoptuskids.org
National Foster Parent Association:
www.nfpainc.org
USA.gov: Grandparents Raising Grandchildren:
www.usa.gov/Topics/Grandparents.shtml
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DRUGS, ALCOHOL, SMOKING AND PREGNANCY

a deadly
combination
GETTING TOUGH

Once again, remember that everything your daughter eats, drinks, smokes or
injects makes its way from her bloodstream into her unborn child. If she hasn’t
made this connection yet, and has been known to smoke or abuse alcohol and
drugs, it’s time to get tough and make sure she stops. The dangers are very
real and very frightening.

SMOKING AND PREGNANCY

Smoking harms the smoker and her unborn baby. Even being near a smoker
and breathing in the second-hand smoke can cause problems. The nicotine in
cigarettes is a powerful chemical. If your daughter is a smoker, insist that she
stop. Let her know the risks and dangers that smoking cigarettes cause.
SMOkING...
* Slows down a baby’s growth and development
* Lowers the amount of oxygen to the baby
* Raises the risk of the baby being born too early
* Causes a baby to fuss and cry more
* Causes more ear infections, colds and breathing problems for a baby
If you are a smoker who wants to quit, take this
opportunity to do so for the health of your daughter
and new grandchild. If your daughter smokes, make a
commitment to quit together. Studies have shown that
smokers who quit with a friend or family member stay
smoke-free for longer.
For free help in quitting, visit www.smokefree.gov or call
1-800-QUIT-NOW.
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COLD, HARD FACT #7

A child born to a mother who smokes is less likely to do well in school.

ALCOHOL AND PREGNANCY

Q
A

How much alcohol is it safe for a pregnant woman to have?

None.

If your daughter is consuming alcohol, so is her baby. That alcohol can have
serious effects on the child’s development. In fact, these risks are so serious
they have a name for it:

FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME

A mother’s using or abusing of alcohol can lead to mental and physical birth
defects for the baby that can last its whole life.
Stress to your daughter the serious dangers of drinking alcohol. Make sure
she knows about Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and the symptoms that drinking can
cause a baby:
*
*
*
*
*

Poor growth in the womb and after birth
Poor coordination and muscle tone
Delayed growth and problems in thinking, speech, movement or social skills
Heart defects
Problems with the face, including:
o Narrow, small eyes with large folds
o Small head
o Small upper jaw
o Smooth groove in upper lip
o Smooth and thin upper lip

COLD, HARD FACT #8

There is no safe amount of alcohol to have when you’re carrying a child. The
more a pregnant mother drinks, the greater chance of her baby being born with
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.

THERE IS NO CURE FOR
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME!
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DRUGS AND PREGNANCY
Street drugs are:
* Dangerous
* Illegal
* Expensive
* Habit-forming
* Deadly

COLD, HARD FACT #9

An unborn baby can become addicted
to the drug its mother takes.

For an adult, withdrawal from
a drug is painful and difficult.
Now imagine a tiny, helpless
newborn baby having to go
through that. Some don’t survive it.
Even a small amount of a drug can be
harmful.

RISKY BEHAVIOR
Talk to your daughter about the risks of these illegal drugs:
drug

WHAT IT CAN DO/CAUSE

Cocaine and crack

Affect the central nervous system
Harm one’s appetite
Cause blood vessels to tighten, the heart to
beat faster and blood pressure to rise
Block the growth of the fetus
Raise the risk of miscarriage and premature labor

Heroin and heavy drugs

Premature birth
Low birth weight
Breathing problems
Low blood sugar
Bleeding inside the head
Drug dependence and withdrawal symptoms like
vomiting, diarrhea and joint stiffness

Inhalants like glue
and paints with toluene

Permanent birth defects

Hallucinogens like PCP
(phencyclidine or angel dust)
and LSD

Low birth weight
Premature labor and miscarriage
Brain damage
Poor muscle control
Birth defects and facial deformities
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Marijuana

Premature birth
Low birth weight

Methamphetamines

Sped up heart rate
Low birth weight
Premature labor
Miscarriage
Withdrawal symptoms such as tremors, sleep
problems, muscle spasms and feeding problems

MIND HER MEDS

Even doctor-prescribed medicine meant to help your daughter could be a risk
for the baby she’s carrying. Make sure you talk with her doctor or health team
before taking any:
*
*
*
*
*

Over-the-counter drugs
Prescription drugs
Herbal medicines
Medicines meant for others
Medicines with hormones

HOW DO I SAY THIS…

Need some lines of dialog to start a conversation with your teen about
substance abuse? Try these.
“Kids today already have so many more challenges than we did. Why make
things harder for them before they’re even born by damaging them with
alcohol, drugs and cigarettes?”
“If you could give your child the best chance to be successful in school, in
life and in love, wouldn’t you? That’s what you do when you avoid smoking,
drinking and using drugs.”
“I’ve made a lot of mistakes in my life. But raising my child right was not
one of them. Keep yourself clean and give your child a fighting chance in
this crazy world.”
QUIT: How to Quit Smoking:
www.quit.com/how-to-quit.html
CDC: Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASDs)
www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/fasd/facts.html
WebMD: Drug Use and Pregnancy:
www.webmd.com/baby/drug-use-and-pregnancy
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case by CASE...
THE ROLE OF A CASE MANAGER
SO WHAT’S A CASE MANAGER?

Good question. A case manager is usually a trained nurse or social worker
who works for an insurance company. She serves as a go-between for patients
and their doctors. She makes sure a patient understands advice from her
healthcare team and everything involving prescribed medicine. She can answer
questions about the changes going on in your daughter’s body and how to
deal with them.

WHAT A CASE MANAGER WILL DO
FOR YOUR TEEN

Q
A

*

Teach her what’s going on inside her body

*
*
*
*
*

Offer emotional support
Help find resources
Keep her doctors up to date on any changes
Answer questions about medicine
Give health advice tips
How do I find a case manager for my daughter?
Ask your insurance provider or your daughter’s doctor.

Case Management Society of America
www.cmsa.org
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good things come in threes
THE TRIMESTERS

THE THREE SEASONS

We tend to think of a pregnancy as lasting nine months. Doctors think in terms
of 40 weeks. They break those weeks in three segments they call trimesters.
These 13-week periods are like seasons that mark the growth of the developing
baby and the changes happening to the mother’s body. Here are some
highlights to be aware of during each trimester:

1st TRIMESTER

Week 1 to the end of Week 12

HIGHLIGHTS: BABY
*
The fertilized egg moves down the fallopian tube and connects to the
lining of the uterus.
*
Major organs and systems begin developing.
*
Bones and muscles form. Muscles can tighten and baby can make a fist.
*
The baby weighs about one ounce and is about three inches long by the
end of this trimester.
HIGHLIGHTS: MOM
Hormone changes kick in. Some women go through these health conditions:
*
Morning sickness
*
Weight gain
*
Exhaustion
*
Breast swelling and soreness
*
Food cravings
*
Mood swings
*
Headaches
*
Need to pee more
*
Constipation

2nd TRIMESTER

Week 13 to the end of Week 26

HIGHLIGHTS: BABY
*
Sex organs form. The doctor may be able to tell if your baby
is a boy or girl.
*
Eyebrows, eyelashes and fingernails form. The baby has a fingerprint
all its own.
*
Baby can swallow, hear and suck its thumb.
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*
*

Baby will start sleeping and waking regularly. The mom can feel
movement and kicking by the middle of the second trimester (20 weeks).
The baby measures about 14 inches long and weighs more than
two pounds.

HIGHLIGHTS: MOM
Morning sickness and fatigue go away. Some moms may have these discomforts
as their bodies expand:
*
Body aches, back and abdomen pain
*
Stretch marks
*
Itchy, dry skin on stomach
*
Numb, tingly hands
*
Swelling in face, feet, and hands
*
A dark line from the belly button to the pubic line

3rd TRIMESTER

Week 27 to delivery

HIGHLIGHTS: BABY
*
This is the trimester of the most growth.
*
Baby opens its eyes for the first time since the first trimester and can
notice changes in light.
*
Taste buds form. The baby can tell sweet tastes from sour and
may even hiccup.
*
All organs are fully developed by the end of this trimester. The baby
moves down the uterus into the heads-down position to get ready
for delivery.
*
Baby will be around 20 inches long and weigh between six and nine
pounds when born.
HIGHLIGHTS: MOM
Because of mom’s size, she may find it hard to get comfortable and sleep at night.
She may also have:
*
Heartburn
*
Shortness of breath
*
Pre-milk called colostrum leaking from her nipples
*
Contractions that may mean real or false labor

About.com: Three Trimester Guide to Pregnancy:
pregnancy.about.com/od/trimesterguide/Three_
Trimester_Guide_to_Pregnancy.htm
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KEEP HER HEALTHY
ACTIVELY FIT

Staying healthy should be your daughter’s main concern during her pregnancy.
Keeping herself fit, active and healthy will add to the wellness of her baby and
can even make delivery easier.
Here are some Activity Do’s and Don’ts you can impress upon her.

DO

DON’T

Have her talk with her doctor
before she starts an exercise
program.

Don’t exercise outside on hot
days. You and your baby can get
overheated and sick.

Walk around the neighborhood or
in an inside mall with your friends
and family.

Don’t lift heavy weights.
Don’t play sports like soccer,
basketball and softball.

Try a yoga program designed for
pregnant women.

Don’t do activities where you might
fall.

Swim.
Stay away from exercises like
skating, rollerblading, skateboarding,
cycling, and horseback riding.

Try to exercise at least two to
three times each week for 20 to 30
minutes each time.
Drink plenty of water before, during,
and after you exercise.

NUTRITIOUSLY FIT

Don’t keep exercising if you start to
feel tired, short of breath or faint.

Remind your daughter that she’s already feeding her baby, even though it’s not
yet born. The food she eats will be passed to her baby. Naturally, healthy food
choices will help ensure a healthy baby.
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Provide these foods for her or make sure she’s getting them for
herself:
* Whole grains like whole wheat bread, whole wheat pasta, oatmeal, and
whole grain cereal
* Vegetables
* Fruits
* Protein-rich foods like lean meats, poultry, fish, tofu, eggs and beans
* Healthy fats like olive oil, canola oil, nuts and avocados
* Calcium-rich foods like low-fat yogurt, skim milk, and low-fat hard
cheeses

WARNING

Some foods and drinks are downright dangerous for a woman when she’s
pregnant. Never let your daughter eat these foods when pregnant:
* Raw or undercooked meat: Chicken, turkey and sushi
* Fish with high levels of mercury: shark, swordfish, king mackerel, tile
fish—also called golden or white snapper
* Refrigerated smoked seafood: salmon (lox), whitefish, or cod.
These can be eaten if they are cooked or heated
* Refrigerated meat spreads
* Raw (unpasteurized) milk or foods made from it
* Unpasteurized fruit or vegetable juices. These may say “fresh
squeezed” on the label

MAKE SURE YOUR DAUGHTER IS…

DRINkING PLENTY OF WATER
GETTING ENOUGH CALCIUM
TAkING PRENATAL VITAMINS
BabyCenter: Pregnancy Fitness:
www.babycenter.com/pregnancy-fitness
ChooseMyPlate.gov: Health and Nutrition Information
for Pregnant and Breastfeeding Women:
www.choosemyplate.gov/pregnancy-breastfeeding/
pregnancy-nutritional-needs.html
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WHEN THE GOING GETS ROUGH

Some common aches, pains and discomfort are natural for moms during
pregnancy, whether it’s her first or fifth child. Morning sickness, heartburn,
constipation, swollen ankles, back pain, tiredness and leg cramps are
pretty much part of the pregnancy package. The trouble is, more serious
health risks are possible.

When a baby is born early, usually between weeks 20 and 37.
Symptoms:

*
*
*
*

Cramps that feel like a period
A feeling of pressure in the pelvis or lower belly

Call the doctor right away or go to the hospital if your daughter is
having any of these symptoms.

BLEEDING:

Light bleeding early in the pregnancy can sometimes
happen after sex. An ultrasound may be necessary
to determine the cause of the bleeding if it continues
on a regular basis.

MISCARRIAGE:

Before the 20th week of a pregnancy, a woman can lose her unborn baby. This
miscarriage happens more often during the first 12 weeks of being pregnant.
Most early losses happen because of a problem with the baby’s genes
and chromosomes. Some happen because of problems with the mother’s
hormones.

URINARY TRACT INFECTION (UTI):

An infection of the bladder, kidney or urethra, the tube that carries urine out of
the body. Bladder infections can seem harmless and painless, but untreated,
they can lead to big problems. The infection could spread into the kidneys
and cause terrible pain, fever and chills. IV antibiotics in the hospital may be
needed to fight the infection.
Symptoms:
* Having to pee more often than usual
* Pain low in the belly
* Feeling like you have to pee, but not much urine comes out
* Upset stomach
* Pressure behind the pubic bone
* Stinging or burning during urination
* Cloudy, pinkish or bloody urine

DIABETES:

High blood sugar. If blood sugar levels go too high during pregnancy, it’s
called gestational diabetes. High blood sugar can cause serious health
problems for mother and baby. Get her treatment right away if gestational
diabetes symptoms arise.
Symptoms:
* Blurred vision
* Fatigue
* Nausea and vomiting
* Weight loss even with her stronger appetite
* Increased thirst
* Increased urination
* Frequent bladder infections

Know
First trimester dangers:
* Higher risk of birth defects
* Higher risk of miscarriage
Second and third trimester dangers:
* Greater chance the baby will grow too large, making labor
*
*

and delivery hard
Greater chance the baby will have low blood sugar after birth
Greater chance the baby will be born dead (stillborn)
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PREGNANCY-INDUCED HYPERTENSION (PIH)
or HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE:

This health problem of high blood pressure happens during pregnancy. It’s also
known as toxemia or preeclampsia.
Symptoms:
* Blood pressure goes up to at least 140/90
* The body holds onto fluid, causing swelling called edema
* Protein in the urine

MedlinePlus: Health Problems in Pregnancy:

check it off

THE HOSPITAL CHECKLIST
LOOK! UP IN THE SKY!

Face it. Your daughter’s going to have a baby now and she’s probably anxious,
scared and confused enough without having to worry about what to bring
along to the hospital. That’s when the super parent in you puts on the cape
and flies to the rescue, labor and delivery gear in tow.

CHECK, CHECK, CHECK

Make a checklist of the items you’ll want to make sure she has with her at the
hospital. Keep organized and ready. Her stay in the hospital will be a much
more pleasant one with the stuff she’ll need close by.

For Her:

Extra underwear
Hairbrush
Insurance card
Loose clothes to wear on the way home
Nightgown
Robe
Slippers or warm socks
Toothbrush and toothpaste
Cell phone

For The baby:

Baby blanket
Baby wipes
Onesie or undershirt
Outfit for photos
Baby car seat for the ride home (They won’t let you take your baby
home without it.)
Newborn diapers
Babycenter: Packing list for the hospital or birth center:
www.babycenter.com/packing-for-the-hospital-or-birth-center
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a happy birthday

labor and delivery
SIGNS OF TRUE LABOR
Seems like only yesterday when your baby first came into the world. Now she’s
grown up and getting ready to bring a new life into this world herself. She may
have had smaller practice contractions earlier in her pregnancy but this is
different. Watch for the signs of true labor that indicate she’s about to do this
for real:

LIGHTENING

When baby “drops” or settles into the pelvis. It may happen two to four weeks
before labor in first-time moms.

B

The loss of the mucus plug from the cervix as it thins and opens. It sometimes
produces a slightly brown, pink or red stain in the underwear or on toilet
tissue.

RUPTURE OF MEMbRANES

The bag of water around the baby breaks. Some women feel a big gush.
Others feel a little leaking.

TRUE CONTRACTIONS

Unlike practice contractions, true contractions are strong and more frequent.
Women can feel their entire womb squeezing.
Are her contractions coming less than 10 minutes apart? Do they take her
breath away? This may mean that true labor has begun.

REGULAR PAIN IN THE LOWER bACk

If these happen while her womb is getting tight, she may be having true
contractions.
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THREE STAGES OF LABOR

Like all deliveries, your daughter will go through
three stages of labor.
Here’s what she can expect to happen
during these stages:

Stage 1: Labor
* The longest and hardest part of childbirth.
* Contractions may feel like strong cramps at the start.
* The cervix will slowly open.
* Contractions will get longer and come closer together.
Stage 1 ends when the cervix is all the way open. It will measure 10
centimeters across. This is called being completely dilated.

Stage 2: Pushing and Delivery
* This stage may last two to three hours or more.
* The cervix has fully opened and she’s ready to start pushing.
* Contractions move the baby down the birth canal. Pushing
helps the baby move along.

Stage 2 ends when the baby is born.

Stage 3: Delivering the Placenta
* This stage usually lasts 30 minutes or less.
* It begins right after the birth of the baby.
* The doctor will instruct her to push the placenta out, just as
she did to deliver her baby.

Stage 3 ends when the placenta comes out of the vagina.
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COMPLICATIONS

Not all deliveries go smoothly. The doctor may choose to speed up the
process if the baby isn’t progressing down the birth canal. This is called
inducing.
Sometimes a baby gets stuck in the birth canal. The doctor can use forceps to
handle and guide the baby through. In a vacuum extraction, a small suction
cup is placed on the baby’s head and the baby is pulled out. An episiotomy is
a cut made next to the vagina that helps enlarge the opening so the baby can
pass through more easily.
An epidural is an anesthetic given to the mom to numb her below the waist
and take away the pain of childbirth.
Many times, a C-section is needed to remove the baby from the womb. This
requires a cut across the belly so the doctor can reach the womb. He removes
the baby and then closes the layers with stitches.

A C-Section may be done if:
*
*
*
*

Your daughter or her baby has a health problem
Labor goes on too long and vaginal birth becomes risky
The doctor thinks the baby is too big to go safely through the
birth canal
The baby is breech, with its feet or butt coming through the birth
canal first, instead of head-first

COLD, HARD FACT #10

One third of all births in the U.S. in 2010
were delivered by C-section.
MedLine Plus: Childbirth:
www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/childbirth.html
Childbirth.org: Labor and Childbirth:
www.childbirth.org/articles/labor.html
BabyCenter: Giving Birth by Cesarean Section:
www.babycenter.com/0_giving-birth-by-cesareansection_160.bc
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WISER
FOR THE NEXT TIME
ADVENTURES IN BABY-HAVING

Having a child—at any age—tends to make you
smarter, wiser and better suited to make good
decisions. Your child is an adult now with a child of
her own. Not so fast. Your job isn’t done. Now’s the
time to enforce the lessons your teenager hopefully
learned from this prenatal adventure. Help her to
not make the same mistakes and poor decisions
that rocked everyone’s world just a short time ago.
Or maybe you have a younger son or daughter who
could learn from the trials of the older sister or
brother. Keep your wise-old-parent skills engaged
and ready to roll. Don’t wait until it’s too late.

THE SUBJECT OF SEX

As a parent you play a strong role in the decisions of your children, especially
during the teen years. The subject of sex should be at the top of the list.
According to research by the Centers for Disease Control, teens who talk with
their parents about sex, relationships, pregnancy and birth control…
*
*
*
*

Wait until they’re older to have sex
Use birth control more often when they do have sex
Communicate better with their partners
Have sex less often

COLD, HARD FACT #11

One in four sexually active teens in the U.S. becomes infected with a
sexually transmitted disease (STD) each year. Common STDs include herpes,
chlamydia, gonorrhea and genital warts.
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THE DIALOGUE CONTINUES

Dad, you’re so street. NOT.

Street cred is hard to come by, especially when you’re a parent of teens. But
knowing the right things to say to your teens in the right way can make them
think and keep them from making poor choices about sex. Your message has
to be straightforward, honest and come directly from you.
Here are a few messages:

“Pregnancy changes everything. Nothing’s
easy for a teen with a baby on the way.”
“Keeping from getting pregnant is easy:
Don’t have sex, or use protection in the right
way every time.”
“Know how to say no. Make a plan in your
mind and stick to it.”
“Just because you said yes to sex before
doesn’t mean you can’t say no now. Say it
and mean it.”
“Son, having sex doesn’t make you a stud.
A real man waits until he’s mature enough
to understand the responsibilities that sex
requires.”
“Guess what, darlin’. Having sex with him or
even having his baby won’t make him yours.
In most cases it breaks up relationships.”
“Carrying protection with you means you’re
responsible and smart, even if you never get
the chance to use it.”
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“NO” = THE MOST EFFECTIVE FORM OF
BIRTH CONTROL

While the Pill, condoms, IUDs and special hormone patches are proven to work
well in preventing pregnancy, the most effective birth control method is still just
saying no. Abstinence is 100% effective.

OPERATION PREVENTION

Most teen pregnancies aren’t planned. Your teen son or daughter needs to
know that if he or she is going to be sexually active, there are methods to
prevent becoming pregnant. Other than not having sex at all, no form of birth
control is 100% effective. Here are the most popular forms of birth control and
their pregnancy prevention rate.

“The pill” (Combined oral contraceptive)
The “Mini pill” (Progestin only)
Implant
Injection or “shot”
Patch
Hormonal vaginal contraceptive ring
Copper T intrauterine device (IUD)
Levonorgestrel intrauterine system (IUS)
Male condom
Female condom
Diaphragm or cervical cap
Spermicides

91–99%
91–99%
99%
94–99%
91–99%
91–99%
over 99%
over 99%
82–98%
79–95%
84–94%
72–82%

Mayo Clinic: Sex Education: Talking to Your
Teen about Sex:
www.mayoclinic.com/health/sex-education/
CC00032
CDC: Types of Birth Control:
www.cdc.gov/reproductivehealth/
unintendedpregnancy/contraception.htm
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QUICK NAMES & NUMBERS
Use this page to write down contact names and phone numbers of people
important in the life of your teen as he or she deals with an unplanned
pregnancy. Having this information in one place will help keep everyone
organized.
Doctor __________________________

EMERGENCY: 911

Phone # ________________________
Address _________________________

Emergency contact

_________________________________

___________________________________
Phone # __________________________

Hospital _________________________
Phone # ________________________

Case Worker ________________________

Address _________________________

Phone # ___________________________

_________________________________

Insurance _______________________
Phone # ________________________
Address _________________________
________________________________

Father/mother of child
_______________________________
Phone # _______________________
Address ________________________
________________________________

Pharmacy _______________________
Phone # ________________________
Address _________________________
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Resources ON THE WEB
Adoption services and
information
www.adoption.com

Baby names

mypregnancyplace.org/babynames

Birth control and
contraception

www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/
birthcontrol.html

Birth defects

www.marchofdimes.com
www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/index.html

Breastfeeding

www.breastfeeding.com
www.lalecheleague.org

Fetal development

www.babycenter.com/fetaldevelopment-week-by-week

Foster care
www.nfpainc.org

Health departments by
state

www.cdc.gov/mmwr/international/
relres.html

Health insurance
www.insurekidsnow.gov

National Campaign
to Prevent Teen and
Unplanned Pregnancy
www.thenationalcampaign.org

Parent information

www.cdc.gov/parents/teens/
index.html
www.advocatesforyouth.org/parentssex-ed-center-home
www.plannedparenthood.org/parents

Paternity testing

dnacenter.com/paternity/legaltesting.html

Potty training

www.easypottytraining.com

Pregnancy loss
www.babyloss.com

Pregnancy testing centers
americanpregnancy.org/members/
pregnancycenters

Teen pregnancy

www.thehelpline.org: 1-866-942-6466
www.standupgirl.com

WIC (Women, Infants
and Children)
www.fns.usda.gov/wic
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